The stem cell fitness landscape and pathways of molecular leukemogenesis.
The relative risk of clonal evolution to either myelodysplasia (MDS) or acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) is high in patients with chronic bone marrow failure. From 10 to 20% of acquired aplastic anemia survivors will develop clonal evolution within the decade following their diagnosis as will 40% of patients with some of the inherited bone marrow failure syndromes. Studies on bone marrow failure states have provided some perspective on molecular pathogenesis of marrow failure and have also provided insights on the adaptive nature of clonal evolution. We review the scientific evidence validating this model, emphasize the importance of the fitness landscape in the stem cell pool, outline the clinical and investigative implications of the model, suggest that the lack of fitness in the starting pool accounts for the phenomenon of oncogene addiction, promote the value of the model for the evaluation of prevention strategies, and argue that experiments focusing attention on the relative phenotypes of neoplastic stem cell clones and pools of unfit stem cells from which they evolved will provide a useful paradigm of carcinogenesis in general.